
Lean Management

MB133
Training Language:
EN / AR

Training Methodology:

Presentation & Slides-
Audio Visual Aids-
Interactive Discussion-
Participatory Exercise-
Action Learning-
Class Activities-
Case Studies-
Workshops-
Simulation-

Course Overview:
As these words are written, Toyota, the leading lean exemplar in the world, stands
poised to become the largest automaker in the world in terms of overall sales. Its
dominant success in everything from rising sales and market shares in every global
market, not to mention a clear lead in hybrid technology, stands as the strongest proof
of the power of lean enterprise.
This continued success has over the past two decades created an enormous demand for
greater knowledge about lean thinking. There are literally hundreds of books and
papers, not to mention thousands of media articles exploring the subject, and numerous
other resources available to this growing audience.
As lean thinking continues to spread to every country in the world, leaders are also
adapting the tools and principles beyond manufacturing, to logistics and distribution,
services, retail, healthcare, construction, maintenance, and even government. Indeed,
lean consciousness and methods are only beginning to take root among senior
managers and leaders in all sectors today.
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Course Objective:

Modules and practical case studies in the circle of decision making-
The Lean Manager’s role in people development-
The concept of problem solving and its benefits using lean management-
Using Toyota’s practices and out comes in decision making and problem solving-
Practical methods in how to use thinking tools to generate ideas.-
Questions and techniques to find creative solution and results.-

Course Outline:

Modules and practical case studies in the circle of decision making-
The Lean Manager’s role in people development-
The concept of problem solving and its benefits using lean management-
Using Toyota’s practices and out comes in decision making and problem solving-
Practical methods in how to use thinking tools to generate ideas.-
Questions and techniques to find creative solution and results-

Who Should Attend:

Any Managers responsible for organizational improvement-
Any Managers interested in enhancing their management skills-
Any Managers technicians with responsibility for strategic planning-
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